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Abstract. The concepts of dttrctabilrr) and stah~lrzahtiit! are explored for time-baryrng systems R e
stud! dualrt?, :n\ariance under feedback, an extendcd verston of t h t lemma of Lyapuno\, exislenct of
s:ahil;zrnp feedback i a u s , Itnear quadrarrc filtering and control, and the erlsrence of approxirate canomcai

forms
1. Introduction. The dual concepts of observability and reachability for linear
finite-dimensional time-in\ariant systems have found application in avariety of filterrng
and control problems. For example, signal model obser\abilit! is a suficient condition
for an optimal minimum varrance filter (Kalman filreri to exist, and signal model
controllability ensures its asymptotic stability-at least in the case of linear timeincariant continuous time, finite dimensional signal models. See [ I ] for a leisurely
exposition. Dual result5 hold for the linear-quadratic optimal control problem.
\foreover, there have been at least tu.0 signifirant generalizations of these results. First,
retaining the time-invariance assumption, the reachabilit) and observabilit, hypotheses have been weakened to stabilizability and detectability, and the results are still
kalid. [2], [3]. Second, time-\ariable problems have been considered, and with the
~mpositionof a uniformit) constraint in the now tlme-varying reachabilrty and obser\ability hypotheses, the results extend t o the time-varying sttuation [4]. For timevarying systems one is tempted t c avoid the weaker conditinns of deteitahility and
stabilizahility since the technical issues raised inbolve nontrivial generalizationh of the
time-invariant results and on first glance appear formidable Ho*ever, the desirahilit)
of extending ktlohn control and filtering results to important classes of time-\arying
filtering and control problems is clear.
A lead has been taken in j5] w ~ t hthe introduction of definitions of detectahilrt! and
stabilizzbil~t)for discrete-time, time-varyrng linear systems and scmc applications to
control and filtering problems H o u e b e r an exploration of equivalent definitions and
properties such as dualit) and invariance under feedback is not attempted in [ 5 ] .
In this paper, motivated by the lead given in [5],we explore a generalization of the
dual concepts of observahilir) and controliabilit~to linear, time-varylng, discrete-time.
finite-dimensional systems.
Following definitions of the concepts of detectabilit! and stabilizability in C: 2, a 8 e
indicate their formal dualit), and establish two simple consequences. In F 3, we shou
the invariance of the properties under appropriate feedback, and in li 4 , we p r o l e a
significant generalization of the lemma of Lyapunct, which is useful for studyrng the
stabilit! of linear systems using quadratic Lyapuno\ functions. Section 5 considers
linear quadratic problems, and we prove one of the main results of the paper:
detectabilit) and stabilizabilit) are the key properties required to guarantee an
exponentially stable Kalman filter. We also show the equivalence of the definitions of
$ 2 with the existence of stabilizing feedback laws of an appropriate form. S e c t ~ o n6
contains the concuding remarks.
Two gensral points can be noted. First, almost all the results are stated just for
detectable pairs, rather than detectable and stabilizable pairs Given the dualrtk
*
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established in the paper, there is no loss of generality. Second, the results are all stated
for discrete-time
systems. We elected to work with discrete-time
systems rather than
continuous-time
systems because we were aware that, as illustrated b) ideas in [6]-[9].
it is often harder to get the discrete-time
result than the continuous-time
result.
Particularly
is this so when the discrete-time
transition matrix can be singular. Of
course, for the continuous-time
case, regularity
conditions
must be imposed and
techniques as in, for example, [12] exploited. In some cases, the continuous-time
proofs
are likely to be harder.
2. Detectability} definitions and some implications.
dimensional state space system in discrete time

Consider

the linear

finite-

where X. is the rr-~ector state, u. is an input m-vector. }L is an output p-vector, and Fk,
G,, H, are matrices of appropriate dimension. The state transition matrix is denoted
‘$A,:for k al where 64-1A =FL and d.,, = @L.k-ldk- II.
The detectability} definition we work with is a specialization
of one in [5j for
finite-dimensions!
systems.
DEFINITION 2,1.The pair [Fk. HA] is urriforml> derecrczble if there exist integers s.
120 and constants d, h with OSd<
1, O<b < r. such that whenever

for some [ and k, then
(23i

.f’hf,.,,k(

2 b( E.

where

Remurkf.
1, For time invariant systems, dettctabilit!
definitions have been gi~en
(see [3]) which require that the unstable modes of a sys[em & observable. The above
definition is a time-varying version of this notion In fact. the definition says roughly that
when a state trajectory is not fast decaying. i.e.. (2,2! is satisfied, then that trajectory
must be observable, i.e., (2.3 I holds, C’onversel>, trajectories
which are not obser~ed
with much output energy, i.e., those for which (2,3) fails, must be trajectories
which
decay, i.e., (2.2) fails. Further justification of this remark IS prolided by Lemma 2.2
2. Recall (see. e.g., [4]), that if [F,. H~] is uniform with respect to obser~abiljt>, the
observability Gramian ML.,,. satisfies (for some integer s, and constants P1. ~:)

This is clearl> a sufficient condition for detectability
as above. Notice, however that
there are no upper bounds in rhe detectability
definition. It is not surprising therefore
that in mosl of the results to follow we impose upper bounds in Fk and Hk.
3. Without loss of generality. s ~ I can be assumed in the above definition, since if
s c /, s can be replaced by r. Henceforth,
we shall assume that s Z Z.
The second definition we giw ts that of uniform stahilizabillt).
,4s argued following
the definition, the definition is related to \hat of detectabillt> via a certain duali!!

—.
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DEFINITION 2.2. The pair [~~, d~] is uni~orm/y stabilizable

rZO and constants

d, b with OSd

<l,

O< b<m,

if there exist integerss,
such that whenever

for some ~, k, then
(’ ~k,k.~

(2,6)
where ~~,, is the transition

matrix associated

~ b~’~,
with~k

and

Without loss of generalist}, s z f can be assumed.
Remark. In the time-invariant
case, stabilizability is equivalent to the requirement
that any uncontrollable
mode be asymptotically
stable (see [3]), But as the name
suggests, stabilizabdity is also equivalent (but this must be proved) to the property that
there exists astabilizing state feedback law. The first idea lsrefltcted
in the definition
above, The second WIII be taken up later.
The dualit! between detectability
andstabilizability
is taken upin the following
lemma,
LEMMA
2.1.Make the definitions

Then
(ai
(h)
(CJ

d,, L=$k.l,.,.j
andMk.,.~=
y-,,
-h-,.
[fi~.6, ]isuniforml> stab/li:ah/e ifandoflly
if[F,, H,]/st/nifor/?l/y
d<lecrab/e.
;S expoflenfial~v
.IL., =F,x, is exponentia!~j stable if and on~!” ifii.)=~k.f
slahle
Proof is via direct calculation, Notice that csseof adualre)ationship
of the form
Fi=(~&)]isnotsuitable,
requiring asitdoes
theexistence
of thein\erse
lJse of this
second. rather unsatisfactor}
dual, appears to be behind man} ideas of[8], [9].
We conclude the section bynoting
two simple consequences
of the detectability
definitions. The first contirms the first remark following the definition. The second wili
be used in a later section.
LEMMA 2.2, With [Fk, HL] deferrable and Fi botirrded abore, tiletlfijrthesjliejll
(2.1) ~ithuzeroinpul,

Proof (by contradiction),
Assume there exists an ~,, with H~x~ + O as k +X, but
dl!xkll, then l~x~]~+~
with l~xkl~+O as k + m. Now if for al} k ~k, for some kl, lbk+(,k~kll<
dl!~k,l!
cfetinlng
the k,.
as k +X, Thus there exists a sequence k,-+~ with Ildk,. t,k,xh,ll=
0, for if ]~xk,ll+ O. as k, + W, then as we now show,
We can further assume that l]xk,l]~
l~xkl!+O as k + cc which is a contradiction.
Let k e(k,, k,.,) but be otherwise
arbitrary,
and set k = k,+ (U + ~, with u, ~
integers with @ < /. Then
x, =d,,kt.,md,,.,a,,,.,<,
The first matrix in the product
k –(k, +ra ) is bounded,

1

has bounded

dk,.2).L,+lx L -t
norm

because

F,

is bounded

and
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then of the k,,

Ilxkllsy,du-]llxk,+rll
SY}d-’llxk,ll,
with YZ existing because of the bound on F~. It readily follows that llx~,~,+ O implies
Ilxkll+ O for all k. So we return to the assumption that llxk,l~+ 0.
Define a subsequence {/,} of the {k,} such that IIxI,II> YS for all i and some y~>o.
Now

116
,l-,,l,dl ==41X1,11,
and by detectability

lix;,A4,...w,,!l=bl!x,,l~>
However,

from the definitions

bv;..

of .W,,.,.1, and assumptions

on H;.x.

and

Uk,

So we have a contradiction
and the !emma is established,
D
LE.MMA 2.3. Lel[F~, Hk] be detectable. Then [pFk, H,] is detectable for 1 + E z p >1
and E >0 sufficiently small.
Proof. Let a tilde denote quantities associrsted with ~k = pF, and Hk, NOW

Now choose p >1 such that ~ = dp’ <1, where d appears in the detectabilit~
for [F,. H,]. Then ~li,.,,,<l;z
~11~~~
if and only if lld~.,,L~/~z di~f~!,AISCI

Consequently,
if ~’M~-5,k[ ~b~’~, then also -(’~,.,,J
results
together we ha~e that whenever
llok.f,kfl~=

definitions

z b~’[. Thus LYing the above
d]i(]l,

then

(’,wk.$.k<z[’<

as

required by the detectability definition, This establishes the lemma.
U
Remarks
1 As the proof shows, p can be taken as any number for which p’d <1, d
being the quantity appearing in the uniform detectability] definition associated with
[F,, Hk 1,
2. The above lemma is a special case of a more general result which is almost as
easily-proved: if [F<, Hk] is detectable, there exists E, depending on [Fk, Hk], such that
~.
[~k, H,] is detectable for all ~,, p, with l\F, –~kl~ < F, IIH, -fi,\\<
3. Invariance under feedback. With [Fk, H~] denoting an open-loop system matrix
pair, there is interest in a closed-loop
system matrix pair [~~, H~] where ~k =
F~ –K~H~,
LEMMA 3.1. The obserrabiliry Gramiarrs M,,, for the opeq-loop pair [Fk. Hk] and
M{,, for the c[o.sed-loop pair [~k, Hk ], where ~k = Fh – K~HL. bear rhe following relation
ship:

B. D, O
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where
H(.~ =[Hh

(3.2)

[I

●

Ck=...

(3.3)

r$j+].kHk+l
o

.. .

.,.

~hH/],

01

IO

1** ...

“I1

and * denoit-s terms involving F,, K,, H,, for i = k, k + 1
bounded, (hen for some positive constants a,, a ~,

.1. Mortover,

wt!h F,, K,, H,

Proof. The relationship (3. 1) follows by inductive arguments, the definitions of MM,
and straightforward
manipulations.
The bounds (3,4) follow from a premultlplication
by H,,~ and postmultiplicaticm
by H;.k of the inequahfies,
O<all~&dc~ck)J

~ c&

zA_(cLck)1sa2]

The above bounds are verified as follows. First, A~,X(,C~Ck)s
m < @ under the boundedness
assumptions,
and

<02.

tr(CjCk)

< azI for some

for some a, >0. U
LEMMA 3.2. In the notation of the previous lemma, and ufrh &,,~[he transloon matru
associated with the closed loop syslem matrix F, = F, – KkH ~, then for al[ 1 z k,
(3.5)

L&4

= h

+

[*lH;,,,

whert [*] deno{es a matrix invo/uing F,, K,, H, for i = k, k + 1,
. i – 1.
Proof. From straightforward
manipulations,
O
We now have the following main result,
THEOREM 3.3. Wtth F,, H,, and K~ bounded, and with F~ = F~ –KiH~,
then
[F,, Hi] is uniformly delec!ahle if and only if [~,, H, ] is uniformly dereclable,
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove that under the boundedness
conditions, [F,, Hk]
uniformly detectable implies [Fk – KkHj, H,. ] uniforml y detectable. Lets, r, d, b be as in
the uniform detectability
definition apphed to [Fk, H,].
Under the boundedness
assumptions,
Lemma 3.2 yields

= Ildk+t.kd

for some a3. Let a, be as in Lemma

+ CF311Hi.t,dl>

3.1, with f = k +s, and defrne

Notice that 1 -~>0.
We shall show that J, t, d, jcharacterize
of [~k, Hk ].
Suppose that <Mk+,,~
< @~. Using (3.4), we have

____

——.

the uniform detectability
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and also

llHi.Lkll =((’Mk+i,,() ’’’= (M,+,,k()(”<”<r %(11
~1
Consequently,

or

Equivalently,
[F,, /f, ] is uniformly delectable,
O
There are two useful corollaries to this theorem.
COROLLARY
3,4. A suficienf
condition for the patr [F,, H.] [o be urrjforml)
detectable 1$ thal there exist a bounded guin Kk such (hat the clo~ed-Ioop syxlem
fk, ~= (Fh – KkH; )~~ is exponerrriully stable.
Proo/. If ~k defines an exponentially stable system, [~,, H,] is uniformly detectable
for any H,.
0
Later in the paper, we shall show that the sur%clency condition just stated is In fact
also a necessity condition.
COROLLARY
3.5. With noration as above, the following
qLKIflflf)
is feedback
in uarlanf:
~ = inf [d)d

●

[0, 1) and

/[@ti.’,k&[[=

dlldl imP(ies

llt’~k .AI1 z blldl’ for

~ome b z 01

Proof Let Kk be a gain sequence, and let a,, rzl be constants defined in the
statement of Lemma 3.1 and the proof of Lemma 3.3, Take c > (J, arbitrary save that
~-t F <1. Then for d = ~ + e/2, there exists b > (1 such that IIOL., *(II~ dl~(l; lmPhe~

~llfll’
ll&’~A .Jll=
Without loss of generahty, we ma} replace b by mjn (b, F2/14a~o ,)). Then wirh ~
referring!o the uniform detectabilir} definition applwd to [Fk – K,H~, HJ, the proof of
the theurem shows that we can take ~ with

Consequently,
inf ~~tnf d = ~ But also we can argue that lnf d~trrf d, whence the
feedback invariance of ~. D
in case ~ :0, the tr!sult simply says that uniform observabihl)
IS invariant under
feedback For d >0, the quant~ty has the following mterpretarion
Consider IraJecIories
which are exactty, or rrpproximalely unobserved, Then they all decay al least as fast as
(~)’” but they do not all decay faster. Feedback does not vary the conclusion, precisely
because the trajectories
are unobserved,
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we note that there are obvious

duals of these results tied to

4. hmmaof
Lyapunov. Inthissection,
weattempi
toparallel
aresult relevant to
estabishmg stability. The continuous-time
lemma of Lyapunov [10] is concerned with
the matrix equation PA +A’P = -0 with Q >0, lurking positive detimteness of P with
asymptotic stability of i= Ax; relaxation of (2>0 is accomplished
m [II], and a
time-varying version using uniform complete observabihty
ideas ciirr be found in [ 12]
for continuous time. A discrete-time
sta~ement applicable to the time-invariant
case
can be found in, e.g., [13], while a time-varying version parallel to [12] is easy to find,
Here, we aim to relax the observability assumption to detectability,
The following result is comparatively
straightforward
to obtain. We state it as a
lead-in to the more dit7icult time -vary tng result.
pROPOSITtON 4.1. Let [F, H] bea derecrable pair of corrsianr marrices. Then the
equarion P—F’PF=HH’
has a unique solufjon P= PzO
if and onl) if xk,l ‘FXk is
asymptotically slable.
Proo/. We use the characterization
of detectabdlty
that Fw=Atv,
13’tv=O and
w #O only if /A[< 1, ([13]), Suppose there exists P =P’z O LetFx = Ai, x #O. Then
OS x’*HH’x =(1 - IAIZ)X’*PX, So IAI<1, or 1AIZ 1 and also H’x = O, contradicting
detectability,
Conversely, if Xk+~= Fik is asymptotically
stable,
P = f (F) ’HH’F’
,-0
is well -defined, symmetric,
P -F’PF = HH’. Uniqueness
To obtain a time-varying
k= N, N-l,
N-2,
.,by
(4.1)
Evidently,

and nonnegative
definite, and satisfies the equation
is easily obtained.
D
generalization,
consider the sequence n~,ti defined for

Fkn,,,,NFk
for k SN

–n,,~

= –HkH;n,v,N

= ~.

-1,

(4.2)
where ~,,k bas the usual association with Fk. We now have a parallel to one half of
Proposition 4.1.
LEMMA 42. With nolarion as above, suppose thur ~, +, = Fhx, is exponentia!lj
slable
and F~, H~ are bounded. Then
(4.3)
exists as a bounded nonnegative
(4.4)

P. = J&

nk,N

defin~[e symmetric

ma rrixi i[ sari$fies

FLPk.jF~–Pk=-H,H~,

/or all k z O, and {P, ) is the unique bounded sequtwce [o do ~o,
Proof All claims are clear, except perhaps for the last. Let {C?~) be a second
bounded sequence satisfying (4,4), Set Rh = Pk - Q~. Then
F~Rh+,Fk -R,

= O,

whence
4i+I,A.IdI,.,,,

-R,

=0
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of R +i, gives
Letting i +=, and using Ihe exponential decay Or d k.l,k and boundednes~
R,=O.
0
We now seek the eonverse to this result, i.e., we seek to establish exponential
~ ) = x~pkxk co~~d serve as a f-wunov
stability, given (4.4). one might think that vl~k.
function for .x~., = Fkxk. After al] (4.4) would then lMply V(xk. ],~)– v(Xk. ~)~ ~.
One difficulty is that V(x~, k) is not necessarily positive definite, and in fact It is easy to
construct examples where It fads to be positive definite, another ddfrccshy is tha~ the
monotcme decreasing property of V along trajectories
is not strict. Nevertheless
we
have the following result:
THEOREM
4.2 (Extended lemma of Lyapunov). Suppose [ha [F,, H,] /s cmifrmrr/y
derec!able, rhar FL and H, are bounded, (ha/ rhere is a bounded nmrnegariuc defimre
fYmme(rlc marrl~ sequence Pk safh/y’ing(4.4) on [k~, m) Then x~. , = F~x~ fJ exponen (fall) stable.
function,
Proof. We shalf associate with x~., = Fkx, a “Lyapunov-like”
(4. s)

V(x~, k)=xj(P~

+f~)Xk,

for some E still to be determined. While V may not decrease al every step, we shall show
that over a larger number of steps than 1, it must strictly decrease
Setting V, = V(xk, k), we observe that

Two cases arise Let d, b be the quantities of the unifnrm
then
under
the
case 1. If /ldJ&.t,kxk[l= dllx,ll,
x;Mk ,,,J~J~ k b~ :xh, so thar

where y is an upper bound on [ld~.,,}.k~k+,.l,k
assumption of the boundedness of F&.
dllxkll, then
Case 2. lf l{~k+’.k~kll<

Hence if

E IS

sufficiently

detectability
definition
detecmbjhty
assumption

, which
{1

exists

by virtue

of the

small, there exists q > (1 such that

max {V, – V,.,,

t’,-v, +,,,)zqlllk112z
A\/k,

where the exwtence of 6 follows from the bound on Pk.
This mequahty shows thal there is a subsequence
{V~, ) of {V~}, depending cm x,,
and with rth member
Vk, where k, ~ 1(s + 1) irrespective
of Xo, such that the
subsequence decays exponentially fast; i.e.,

{11~~,11]
of {Ilx,ll},
for some a >0, 0< b <1. Then because cxjx, = V,, a subsequence
again depending on X6, decays at least at the same rate.
We must now show that as a result, {Ilxtil])also decays exponentially
fast. For
arbitrary k, there exists a greatest k, with

Thus any x, can be written

——. . .

as X, = 4’,L,x,,, where

O S k -k,

S $. Consequently
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and we have
l\xkl\sa’tr’

Sa’b’$’$” ”-’ z%a’’(fr’)k,

u'/(b')', nisbound
holds irrespective of the sequence
where b’= b“+’)-’ <1 anda''=
{k,} induced by the particular
x,, and exh]bits the required
exponential
convergence.
D
Remark. If (4.4) holds not over [k”, m) but over [k~, kl], we can still conclude the
existence ofconstants
a>O, j3e[0,1),
independent
of k“, k,, such thai

Ikhkll~ @‘-’.
for k“= k s / Sk, by minor variation on the above argument. Thm remark is crucial in
establishing the dual of Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, the proof of which is otherwise
straightforward
andisomitted.
Tbe dual will be of use in the next section.
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose rha/[~k, Gk]lsuniformly
slabi/iiable, that #,and
Gk are
bounded, and that there M JSbounded nonnegariue definile ma(rix xequence ~L satisfying
(4.6)
on [ko, ~). Then x~., =~krisexpcmennally
s/able. Conversely, if~k. , =~~x~isexponen
(iallystable, and Fk, G, are bounded, there existsa unique bounded nonncgat/Le d,7finife
marrixsequence
PL satisfying (4.6) on [k~,~).
S. Detedability,

estimation

stabilizability

andstate

estimation.

Consider theproblem

of state

for the signal process

(5.1)

Here, {w,), {ok) are independent,
zero mean, white processes with EIw, ML]=I,
E[t,, vj]=I.
(Anon unircovariance
for w, isabsorbedmGk
andanonunlt
covariance
fortii isabsorbed
byscalingyk
and ffj,solon
gasthecovartanc
eisnonsingular)
We
Fmall~, we
assume that ~[X(,X~]=PO,~[XO]=nI, and x“,{wL),{uL) are Independent
assume FL, Gk, and Hk are bounded,
The main results of the section are: [Fk, H~] uniformly detectable is sufficient for
the optimal (Kalman Falter) error covariance to be bounded. Furthermore,
if [Fk, G* ] IS
uniformly stabilizable, the Kalman Filter is exponentially
stable Uniform detectability
of [F,, H,] is sufficient for there to exis! a bounded sequence KL such that xk, ,=
(~h - KJJ~ )~h ISexponentially stable.
LEMMA
derec(able,

5.1, Wi:hnoIation
thcreexisrs

andassump(ion.\

as~ateesrinzaror

bounded error covariance.
Proof, (Byconstruction.
)Lets,
transformation
of thestatecoordina!e
M,..,k ‘&f~+,+h+M~+,.,
denotes direct sum),
Define the smoothed

where
estimate

prt,duc/ng

a~above,
(J fi/[errd

andwirh

[Fk,

HA]uniforml)

$/a/e esr/malefc~r

(5.1)

WI(A

~,d, b have their usual meanings. Byorthogrsna!
basis at each time instant, we may assume thal
kf~+,.k 2bI

and

M;+,,k

~bl.

(The

symbol

+
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, r – 1. The partitiomng
with lmtmhzanon .s,l,+,., = (1for i = O,
plying iA14,,-, N the same as that in the matrix multiplying

O hfj,,,k

1[(A’-fl+’.k)”’ 1[

=dk.,,k

~n the matrix mul\\I: “’ @~.kH,),. NOW

[*I k abmmfecf
War combmatl~n
of SV,,% / ~ [k, k +$1

Y,= l-l~$,,kxk + [*I, where
Consequently,

.iA.,lk.,

29
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“

“

%-)+’”’

o
M;+,,kb’

+[:

or
00.
Xk+,lk.,

NOW define

E[llfk.,,k,,
~k.>)k.,

x!i.

“’’=&k’”&[10 s ‘x’”-’

cfefirriuon and structure of

Using the detectability

Consequently,

—

-x,
=

@k..,4.

$lk+s-~k.

‘

–XA)+ [*]

Mk.,,k!

it

M easily seen that

,

,,11”]is hounded.
iA.

s=

W.,,

dk.,.k.

Then

t(f&.,,k

.,-

Xkyr)+

[*],

and clearly the error covariance bound assoclafed with the smoothed eslima(e ywlds t+
bound for the filtered estlmale error cokarlance.
D
The following is immed]a[e by optimally.
C(JRCSLL.ARY
5.2 WIIII no:u/lrm
and as~ump[lon~
UT UIWLW
and wr!h [F,, H,]
uniformly de[ecrafrle, rhe (Kalmun ) filter error co;.ariunce Ik, k and orre-x[ep predictor
error cocar!ance I ~. ,Ik are bounded,
NOWI wc couple in a stabtllzability constraint to obtain exponential stability of the
Kalman filter.
THEOREM
5,3, W//h no(ation and a{samptiorrs a~ abote, and b,rih [Fh, Hi] der,,c [able and [Fk, Gk ] srubilizuble, rhe Koimurr filter is e.rporrennally siublc.
Proo/. With K, the Kalman filter gain, and with X,,. and 1..,,,
the filtered and
one-step prediction error ccrvariances, we have from [1 3], quoting only the equatmn>
we need,

and
(5,4)

~A.llk

=

(F,

-K,H:

)X.,, ](F.

-K, Hi) ’+[GAK,

][G,K,

]’

The homogeneous
equation
associated
with the one-step
predictor
IS .r,. , =
(FL –KkH~ ).Ik, and if is exponentially
stable If and only if the filter equation
IS
exponentially stable. This IS easily checked; a formal calculation can be found in [14],
By the assumptions and Corollary 5.2, K, !s bounded as ISI., ,1,. By Theorem 4.3,
exponential stabillty follows if the pair [Fk – KkH~ ], [GkKA] is uniformly stahllizable.

——-—.—— ---—-

.—.——
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as follows.

[F,, G,] is uniformly

stabilizable

=)
[F,, [G,K,

[F, +[G&]

]] is uniformly

[1
_j,

stabilizable

, [G’Kk]]

(by applying

is uniformly

the definition)

stabilizable

(apply inginvarlance

under feedback).

n

Now we have the converse to Corollary 3.4, which together with Corollary 3.4
shows the equivalence
for bounded F,, H, of the detectability
property
and the
existence of anmstptst-to-state
feedback law providing exponential stability.
COROLLARY
5,4. If [F~,HA] is uniforml~
detectable
(mrdF~,HL
are bounded),
there exisfs o bounded sequence K~ such rhorx,.i=(F~–KhH~)x~
is exponentially
stable,

Proof. Consider theprocess(51)wilh
GL=l
Then [Fk, G~]isslabilizable,
and
Theorem 5.3 provides the result,
We can also consider the necessity of the detectability
condition
Certainly,
detectability
is necessary for there to be an exponentially
stable estimator of the type
.fk+,lk =FJk\~.,
(this is effectively
result.

rhe content

of Corollary

+K~(~k ‘Hi.~Ajk-]);
3.4). However,

we can get a slightly sharper

COROLLARY
5.5. Consider theprocess
(5.1 Jandassociared
nsump?lons, andw/th
[F,, G~ ] uni/ormly stabilizable. Suppose fhar rhe a~socvated optimal filter error couarianre
is bounded. Then [Fk, H~] is uniformly de(ecrable.
Proof. In (54), ~k.l,bis
bounded and the pair F~-KJfj,
[G, Kh]is unif~rm)Y
stabilizable .By Theorem 4.3, z,.l=(F~–
K~HL)x, isexponentially
stable, and Corol lary3,4then
yields the result.
B
Remarks. l. Themain
theorem ofthlssection
appeals toalmosi alltheimpcJrtant
results of the preceding section. As well, ii appeals to the subopumal
estima(or
construction
of Lemma 5.1, which is not trivial and considerably
more complicated
than constructions which have been used in study tngobservable
processes; see, e.g., [4],
[14]. In particular, we were not able here todetine an exponentially stabillzingfeedback
law K, simply in terms of the observability matrtx M, as can be done in the observable
case, [14].
2, Thecorresponding
regulator result of course follows bydualtty,
though some
care has to be taken because of the fact that with the interval for which the filter is
studied beusg[O, CO),its dual is [-m, O), while we wish tostssdy the regulator over (t), m),
The considerations
of the remark preceding Theorem 4.3 can be applied to overcome
this ddficulty. An alternative
approach to the regulator problem is to show that
complete stabilizability
imphes the existence of a control yieldlng a bounded performance index, to conclude then that the optimal index is bounded and achievable with
a linear feedback law, and to show under a detectabillry assumption that the closed-loop
isexponentially
stable Theconstruction
of thecontrol yieldlng abounded peflormance
index is not straightforward;
the construction procedure in some way has to parallel the
construction of Lemma 5.1.
Finally, in this section, we illustrate that the feedback invariant ~ defines an
achievable bound on how stable we can make a c)osed-loop system via feedback,

TIME -\’
ARYING

DISCRETE-TIME

LINEAR

SYSTEMS
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THEOREM
5.6. With F~, Hk bounded and urri~ormly deieckzb[e, and wifh dasdefined
in Corollar} 3.5, there exim a {eedback (awl K~ such [ha/ all trajeclorie~ of XA, t =
(F, -KkH~ J.* decuy a! leas{ as fast as (~+ e)’ for arbitrary E >0.
Proof Define the detectability property of [F~, H,] using c?+ c/2, b, t, and s, as we
are entitled to do Choose so that p’(~+ ~) = 1. Then ~-Fk, H~]M dewctable, by Lemnw
2 3 and the remark following the lemma. Fmd K, so thar x~. , = (pF~ –K[H~
)Ik is
export enually stable. Then choosing K~ = p lK[ ensures thal x,,, = (F~ – K~HL )x,
has Ihe desmed property.
Remarks. 1 The discussion following Corollary 3.5 makes it clear that we could not
obtain a feedback iaw KL such that the closed-loop system trajectories decay as fast a$
(~–c)k”
for some r with Osr sj.
2. As was noted in Remark 1 following Corollary 5.5, we are unable m define a
stabilizing gain sequence K, simply in terms of the observabjllty matrix assocja[ed with
a detectable paw [F,, HL ]. The constructmn given for ~he stahihzmg gain sequence via
Corollary 5.4 has the potential disadvantage that K, depends on F,, H, for all )s k. This
is at least a “causal” dependence,
when one considers
.
. the problem of constructing a
statriltzing sequence KL for a stablhzable
pair [F~, GL], the dw~d%antage is that K~
dependson ~,, d, for all I ~ k. This Icads one 10 consider whether or not there might be a
sequence dependent on a tirtlte “window” only of [F,, Hj] or [~,, G~]. Indeed there IS
We describe the detectable situation only. Following the Idea of the proof of Theorem
5.6, the Kalman filter equations
are solved forward in time with F, replaced by
pF,, 1(,,-, =1, Q, = I, save that al some set of times r,, r,, ., , the choice of which 15
described
below, we r@aLe
the va}tse of 1,,,,,. , predicted
by the equations
by
1,,1,,. I = I, amount!ng to a re}nitialization. This has the effect of causing K [ and K, for
I], i.e., on no more than r,., =r,
k c[r,, r,, ,– 1] todepend on FI, H, fnr {~[r,,r,.1–
values of F&, Hk, The integers r, are chosen so thal, with ~k,, the Iransitwn matrix
associated wtth F, – KkH~, one has 1[~,, , ,,,,11< 1. Actualiy, a lengthy argument will sh~}~
(hat r, may be laken as u for some appropriately
large integer r. The upshot IS the
desired exponential decay property.

If IF, H ] is a t!me-invarlarrt
6. Coordirsak basis choice to display deteetabilit~.
delectable
par, it IS well known (see [3]) that If the coordinate
basis IS chosen
satmfactorlly, then we can have
(6.1)
with [Fl,, H,] observable and ~A,(F2z)l < 1. W/e seek here a time-varymg verswn of this
result.
Assume [F~, H~]isdetectable,
and d, b,s, and r have the]r usual meantrrgs. We shall
take h here 10 be very small and assume also that, for some arbitrary but fixed k,
(a) M,.,,,.~,Mk,,,,
and Mh,,.4-l have precisely p elgen~alues less than b, and the
remalnlng eigenvalues much greater than b,
(b) By orthogonal changes of basis and without loss of generality or varlat]orr of
the stability properties,
A4k.,,L_) and MA.,. ,,k are diagonal, with diagonal elements
taking decreasing values down the diagonal,’
Under these assumptions and with
“

P

H-; ., ],

‘ tiote [ha! II i.

= T.1,

defines the orthogonal

F,.,

bas]s cbang.,

=

Fj’j
[ F;!,

M,

.,,

-. M,.,,

=T’M,.,,7;
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weasscrt that lll-f~. ll\2andlv~-l112are O(b). Since bissmaLt hismeansthatF k-] and
Hk., are approximately
of the form of (6.1). Furthermore,
wecanshow
that d~~,,~<
~.,.lFit,.j
.F~21\<d+ 0(b*’2).
Thismimicsth
crequirementln
d + 0(b’’2), and {IF22
the time-invariant
case that [A,(Fz~){< 1. Finally, an observability result can be obtained
results are
for the pair [F~’,H~].
in case Fk,uk are con$~an~, the time-invariant
evidently recovered. Because of length restrictions, proofs are omitted.
knowledge of the linear-quadratic
7. Conclusions. Given the now widespread
problem and its solutions, the results of this paper are not particularly
surprising,
Certainly, when the ideas of the paper were being developed many of the conjectures
were clear, In hindsight, there is also no real surprise in the techniques required to
obtain the results. However, we must admit that many of the specific techniques,
especially that of Lemma S.1, surfaced only after exploring a number of misleading
approaches
and conjectures.
Perhaps this accounts for the comparatively
!ong time
between the intuitive grasp of the general nature of these results and their formal
derivation.
It is clear that one of the main applications of the results M to tbe Iinear-quadratic
problem. However, we feel it likely tha! the extended lemma of Lyapunov w a result of
some power, which should also find significant application,
We have, for example,
recently been able to use th)s lemma to establish tha[ if a linear, finite-dimensional,
uniformly stabilizable and detectable system ]s bounded-input,
bounded-output
stable,
then the system is necessarily exponentially
stable,
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